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 part VII. Administrative Law
 
Authority for
acts of
Public
Authorities.
,^f Poweis—
*•!**.
 for the purpose for which the law has sanctioned it. Suppose that
A.B., inconvenienced by a branch of CD.'s tree overhanging his
garden, wishes to remove the branch, he must first consider his
legal position. Having satisfied himself that he is permitted by law
to remove the branch, he must then consider in what particular way
the law permits him to do it. Can he, if he wishes, enter Ms"n3gfi-
bour's garden for the purpose ? Can he laRJtaflff. without notice?
Sometimes the exercise of a power is optional; sometimes there is a
legal duty to exercise it. A citizen has duties as a member of the
public. Every man is under a duty to assist in quelling a breach of
the peace, if called upon to aid a constable; he would, for example,
be under a duty to assist a police officer who called upon him to
assist in arresting a violent offender.1
If A.B. instead of being a private citizen is the holder of a public
office, e.g. a collector of taxes, or a justice of the peace, his official
acts must be justified in the same way. For every act performed in
the course of a public duty there must be legal authority; or, as it
is frequently put, a public authority or public servant must act
intra vires. |Just as a power must be shown to originate either
from statute*or at common law, so either flip statute or common
law will determine how it must be exerci&?4 and whether the person
upon whom a power Is conferred is compelled to exercise it^or is
merely given a discretion to exercise it^The tax collector must be
able to show, if his authority is challenged, that Parliament, or a
body entrusted by Parliament with the levying of taxation, has
conferred the power to collect taxes on holders of his office or on
the Crown or the department which he serves; further, he must
collect them only in accordance with certain statutory rules. By
accepting office he comes under a duty to collect taxes, exercising
his power in the manner allowed by law. The same is true of the
justice of the peace. He is a member of the Judiciary and administers
in particular much of the criminal law. He also performs certain
other duties and exercises powers of an administrative character. He
is empowered by the Magistates^ CPJUts^Act, 1952, and various
Criminal Justice Acts to*dSLTjudiciaUy wilfi^ftaiSVffences within
limits defined by Parliament. He is under a duty to exercise these
powers if called upon to do so, and he can be controlled, if need be,
by process in the courts compelling him to exercise his powers or not
to exceed them.
The majority of governmental powers are to-day derived from •
statute. Innumerable statutory powers are entrusted to the Queen in
Council, to individual Ministers or to government departments, to
public authorities or to holders of public offices. The chief common
kw power of the Executive is the royal prerogative 2 whereby
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